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RHINO WRAP  RXX™ RHINO EXTRA TOUGH

RHINO WRAP RXX™

RHINO WRAP RXX™ has nearly twice the mass and four to 
six times the abrasion resistance of our other RHINO WRAP

products.  RHINO WRAP RXX™ has the most enhanced 
wear reinforcement areas for extreme 
duty requirements.  

Hoses in static positions also benefit from using  
RHINO WRAP RXX™ to minimize vibration due to pumping  
flow; abrasion from moving hoses; and hose damage from  
cover contact. RHINO WRAP RXX™ can prevent accidental 
damage and protect operators from unshielded hose failure.

Testing on the RHINO WRAP RXX™ (see picture below) is an example from a drag test performed in a subsea application.

The most challenging part of the job comes from dragging the heavy 600 ft. bundle, 
(which equals 40psi ground pressure) over rough concrete, on to the dock, during inspection 
and storage preparation. With the force and weights involved in oil and gas industry applications, 
along with the extremely high cost of down time, RHINO WRAP RXX™ is the recommended 
product for you to spec in for your extreme applications. 

THE ULTIMATE ABRASION RESISTANT SLEEVE

RHINO WRAP RXX™ is a heavy-duty product with a unique, high lubricity coating with similar wear characteristic 
to “tough cover” hose products. RHINO WRAP RXX™ is constructed using Military Spec 1500 denier woven    
hybrid fabric with an 83-durometer coating. This results in a product which offers the best abrasion service wrap    
choice available today. 

RHINO WRAP RXX™ is reusable and features Mil-Spec
Heavy-Duty hook and loop closures, which allows for
installation without disconnecting hoses and can reduce
labor time by 70%.

(Oil Rig application in West Texas)
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RHINO WRAP RXX™

Designed to handle extreme applications.

RXX is currently being used in the Oil Field Industry on:

  •Frac Hoses

  •Rotary Hoses

  •Drill Rigs

  •Dock Hoses

RXX is also being used in the Forestry Industry equipment to replace Spiral Wrap.

Tested 5 times tougher than any other sleeve

Material: Proprietary Engineered fabric 
Temperature Range:  -60º F to 250º F; (-51°C to +121°C)
Abrasion:  Excellent; Meets ISO 6945 Specifications
Puncture / Tear: Excellent; very puncture and tear resistant
UV Protection: Excellent; Meets EN13758-1
Chemicals:  Excellent; resistant to water and petroleum
Wicking:  Excellent; sheds surface moisture
Welding Sparks / Spall:  Excellent

       Manufactured in the USA for SRM Industries Inc.

RXX™ RHINO EXTRA TOUGHRHINO WRAP 

THE ULTIMATE ABRASION RESISTANT SLEEVE

Roll Length in 75 Feet (22.86 Meters)
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Manufactured in the USA for SRM Industries

rhino WraP™ rXX
RHINO WRAP EXTRA TOUGH
THE ULTIMATE ABRASION RESISTANT SLEEVE

RHINO WRAP™ RXX is a heavy-duty product with a unique, high lubricity coating with similar wear 
characteristic to “tough cover” hose products. RHINO WRAP™ RXX is constructed using Military Spec 
1500 denier woven hybrid fabric with an 83-durometer coating. This results in a product which offers 
the best abrasion wrap choice available today.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
RHINO WRAP™ RXX has nearly twice the mass and 
four to six times the abrasion resistance of our other 
RHINO WRAP products. RHINO WRAP™ RXX has the 
most enhanced wear reinforcement areas for extreme 
duty requirements.

Hoses in static positions also benefit from using 
RHINO WRAP™ RXX to minimize vibration due to 
pumping flow, abrasion from moving hoses, and  
hose damage from cover contact. RHINO WRAP™ RXX  
can prevent accidental damage and protect operators 
from unshielded hose failure. 

RHINO WRAP™ RXX is reusable and features Mil-Spec 
Heavy-Duty hook and loop closures, which allows 
for installation without disconnecting hoses and can 
reduce labor time by 70%.
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Testing on the RHINO WRAP™ RXX (see picture below) is an example from a drag test 
performed in a subsea application.

The most challenging part of the job comes from dragging the heavy 600 ft. bundle, 
(which equals 40psi ground pressure) over rough concrete, on to the dock, during 
inspection and storage preparation. With the force and weights involved in oil and gas 
industry applications, along with the extremely high cost of down time, RHINO WRAP™ 
RXX is the recommended product for you to spec in for your extreme applications.

(Oil Rig application in West Texas)

Manufactured in the USA for SRM Industries Inc.

U.S. Department of Labor

Mine Safety & Health Administration
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Part Number

Wrap Inside Diameter  
In.                                 Mm.

Wrap Flat Width  
In.                      Mm.

RW-1.75RXX  1.75  44.45  7.00 177.80

RW-2.00RXX  2.00  50.80  7.78 197.61

RW-2.38RXX  2.38  60.45  8.97 227.84

RW-2.50RXX  2.50  63.50  9.35 237.49

RW-2.75RXX  2.75  69.85  10.14 257.56

RW-3.00RXX  3.00  76.20  10.92 277.37

RW-3.25RXX  3.25  82.55  11.71 297.43

RW-3.50RXX  3.50  88.90  12.49 317.25

RW-4.00RXX  4.00  101.60  14.06 357.12

RW-4.50RXX  4.50  114.30  15.63 397.00

RW-5.00RXX  5.99  127.00  17.20 436.88

RW-6.00RXX*  6.00  152.40  20.34 516.64

RW-7.00RXX  7.00  177.80  23.48 597.39

RW-8.00RXX  8.00  203.20  26.62 676.15

RW-9.00RXX  9.00  228.60  29.77 756.16

RW-9.50RXX  9.50  241.30  31.34 796.04

RW-10.00RXX  10.00  254.00  32.91 835.91

RW-11.00RXX  11.00  279.40  35.85 910.59

RW-12.00RXX  12.00  304.80  39.19 995.43

RW-13.00RXX  13.00  330.20  42.34 1075.44

RW-13.50RXX  13.50 342.90  43.91 1115.31

RW-14.50RXX  14.50  368.30  47.05 1195.07

RW-15.00RXX  15.00  381.00  48.62 1234.95

RW-16.00RXX  16.00  406.40  51.76 1314.70

* Stock Size: RW-6.00RXX    All other sizes are Made to Order and require a Minimum order of One (1)
75 Ft. / 22.86 Meter roll per size

rhino WraP™ rXX
RHINO WRAP EXTRA TOUGH
THE ULTIMATE ABRASION RESISTANT SLEEVE
Designed to handle extreme applications.
Some applications for RXX are:
  Oil Field Industry
    • Frac Hoses
    • Rotary Hoses
    • Drill Rigs
    • Dock Hoses
  Forestry Industry

Tested 5 times tougher than any other sleeve
Material:  Proprietary Engineered fabric
Temperature Range:  -60º F to 250º F; (-51°C to +121°C)
Abrasion:  Excellent; Meets ISO 6945 Specifications
Puncture / Tear:  Excellent; very puncture and tear resistant
UV Protection:  Excellent; Meets EN13758-1
Chemicals:  Excellent; resistant to water and petroleum
Wicking:  Excellent; sheds surface moisture
Welding Sparks / Spall:  Excellent

Manufactured in the USA  
for SRM Industries Inc.
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RHINO WRAP RXX™

The RHINO WRAP RXX™ has nearly twice the mass and 
four to six times the abrasion resistance of our other 
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   hybrid fabric with an 83-durometer coating. This results in a product, which offers the best abrasion service wrap 

   choice available today. 
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installation without disconnecting hoses and can reduce
labor time by 70%.
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U.S. Department of Labor

Mine Safety & Health Administration

• Meets RoHS
• This product can  

expose you to chemicals 
including toluene 
diisocyanate (TDI), 
which are known to the 
State of California to 
cause cancer. For more 
information go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 

Note: We reserve the right to make 
any engineering or material changes 
at any time to our products for  
enhancement, performance and 
quality.

Proper use of product is the sole respon-
sibility of the user.


